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We can’t prevent disasters.  



Insurance data clearly shows disasters are occurring with

much greater frequency – and causing greater loss and

damage to property and business income – than ever

before. Across the globe, the risk management and

insurance industries are adjusting to these realities, and

seeking ways to protect income streams following a

catastrophe and improving business resilience.

Our unique approach connects a continuum of expert

services to the risk community including:

• Policyholders and Property Owners

• Risk Managers 

• Insurance Carriers & Brokers 

• Emergency Restoration Providers

Procor’s goal is to help organizations prepare for what's

next, and when losses do occur, assist our clients in

mitigating the loss, document and quantify the income

loss, and quick-start the resumptions of operations.

Prepare, respond, and recover – the hallmarks of a

resilient organization.
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But we can help prevent another

disaster in the aftermath.



Procor Solutions + Consulting, LLC. is comprised of leading

risk management, disaster management and insurance

professionals who focus on improving business resilience

through expertise in disaster planning, disaster response,

property/business interruption loss mitigation and claims,

analytics and risk technology.

Too often there is a “one-size-fits all" approach to managing

property risk and planning for disasters. Our approach is

different and simple – we believe in asking the right

questions, listening attentively and providing customized

solutions for each client. We foster collaborative

partnerships, helping our clients plan for any disaster and

then work with them to execute a response plan effectively

and quickly through our industry – leading resources,

alternative approaches, innovative perspectives and cutting-

edge technology.
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Innovative Strategic Planning = Faster Recovery 



This proactive and pre-disaster focus positions our clients to be fully prepared to

mitigate negative effects on brand, income and assets and return to normal operations

as soon as possible. When those disasters do happen, we help our clients recover quickly

and quantify their claims. Our experienced team has worked with organizations around

the globe, managing many of the world’s largest and most complex disasters and

property/business interruption recoveries.
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Pre-Loss Planning and Risk Valuations

Resilient businesses embrace a broad perspective of property and business interruption

risk, examining  threats not only to their operations and financial performance, but also

to brand and reputation. Our integrated pre-loss approach helps clients identify and

understand risks or exposure unique to their operations or business methods. Our

forensic accountants and risk professionals help policyholders assess and set business

income values, and work closely with strategic partners to bridge any gaps left between

business continuity planning, insurable amounts, and emergency response.
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After the loss mitigation and emergency response

phase has been successfully completed, a property

or income loss must be thoroughly evaluated,

quantified, and professionally presented for

reimbursement through either insurance or other

disaster aid programs. Through our pre-loss

planning, Procor’s Priority Response clients are

positioned to recover more quickly and effectively,

re-establishing operations well before competitors

and protecting their brands.

Loss Assessment, Quantification and Documentation

Loss Mitigation & Emergency Response

Our Priority Response service accelerates recovery from business interruption, minimizing the disruption of operations

by ensuring qualified disaster recovery experts are on the loss site quickly.
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• Disaster response expertise 

and resources, drawn from 

qualified strategic partnerships

across the country

• Specialist skills, equipment 

and materials from preferred  

vendors for unique events

• Insurers get the information 

they need

• Pre-qualified experts active

on loss site, anywhere in the

continental US within hours

• Early action ensures that 

business loss mitigation 

protocols are set, costs and 

fees fixed, and timely 

assessments issued to support 

your business decisions

• Priority means you come first

when disaster strikes, putting

your company well ahead of 

competitors on road to recovery

• Our project management 

and supplemental forensic 

accounting experts help you 

quantify your loss, and let 

you concentrate on your 

business recovery



The Procor professionals and our strategic partners have worked extensively in the insurance industry and most hold

advanced degrees and professional certifications. We bring that expertise and experience to help clients improve their

risk planning and prepare for what's next.  

Procor Clients are Resilient.
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